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Abstract
Introduction: ESRD is a major health problem imposing great burden on the society. Dialysis either haemodialysis or
peritoneal and transplantation are the two alternating treatment modalities. Transplantation became the preferred solution
with lifetime monitoring immunosuppressive drugs. Urinary CXCL10 is used for early detection of renal rejection.
Mycophenolate is one of the important immunosuppressive drugs used among renal transplant recipients. IMPDH II
T3757C and UGT1A9 T275A are important SNPs responsible for MPA pharmacokinetic and inter-individual response
variability. The study aimed to evaluate the association between T3757C and T275A SNPs and level of MPA among 50
Egyptian renal transplant recipients from Alexandria University Hospital.
Methods: Real Time-PCR was performed to detect IMPDH II (rs11706052T > C) and UGT1A9 (rs6714486T > A) SNPs,
MPA measured by HPLC and Urinary CXCL10 level evaluated by ELISA.
Findings: Variant genotypes in both SNPs IMPDH T3757C and UGT1A9 T275A (CC and AA, respectively) were
statistically significantly associated with kidney rejection and lower values of MPA AUC. Linear regression analysis was
performed, and it was found that the strongest predictive parameters for lower MPA AUC were the UGT1A9 T275A SNP
followed by CXCL10 then IMPDH II T3757C and the lowest predictive parameter was serum creatinine. Urinary CXCL-10
value of 106.58 pg/ml was found to early predict the kidney rejection with a high sensitivity and specificity.
Discussion: Renal transplant recipients should be genotyped before taking MPA to prevent renal allograft rejection. Graft
could be monitored by urinary level of CXCL10 with high specificity and sensitivity.
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Introduction
Chronic kidney disease is a worldwide problem that
leads to end-stage renal disease (ESRD). ESRD is considered the 9th cause of death. Also, it is ranking 17th among
causes of disability [1].
Dialysis and transplantation are the therapeutic modalities for ESRD. However, dialysis either hemodialysis
or peritoneal may expose the patients to many hazards.
Nowadays, transplantation has become the treatment of
choice for ESRD [2].
The cornerstone of successful transplantation is the
introduction of the accurate dose of immunosuppressive

drugs at the appropriate time. The use of immunosuppressive drugs should be monitored periodically due to
their narrow safety margin. Therapeutic drug monitoring
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is essential to avoid overdosing toxicity or under-dosing
rejection [3].
The chemokine CXCL10 also known as interferon-inducible protein 10 is a promising non-invasive urinary
marker for acute rejection. It may indicate the main candidates for the biopsy procedure which is the gold standard tool for defining the acute rejection [4].
The protocol regimen widely used is the combination of tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil (MMF)
or mycophenolate soduim. They have largely replaced
cyclosporine and azathioprine together with prednisone
which is considered the most prescribed treatment in developed countries [5].
MMF is metabolized to its active form the mycophenolic acid (MPA). MPA has a selective, reversible inhibitory effect on the inosine monophosohate dehydrogenase
(IMPDH II). This enzyme together with the uridine Glucuronosyltransferase (UGT1A9) are two key enzymes
important for the drug action. IMPHD II is responsible
for the proliferation of the T and B lymphocyte through
the de novo pathway for the generation of guanosine.
When IMPDH II is inhibited by MPA, this results in arrest of the immune cells. UGT1A9 is the metabolizing
enzyme responsible for the clearance of the drug through
the glucuronidation of the active compound into its inactive 7‐O‐glucuronide [6].
Monitoring of MPA by high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) and enzyme-multiplied immunoassay
technique is important to minimize the side effects such
as anemia, leucopenia, gastrointestinal upsets and urinary tract infection [7].
Several non-genetic factors may lower the MPA level
such as GIT disturbances and drug interactions. Many
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been
found in IMPDH II and UGT1A9 genes controlling the
drug action and metabolism [8].
IMPDH II T3575C leads to increase in the IMPDH
II enzyme activity and thus patients carrying this SNP
should have higher dose of the drug to fulfil the complete
immune response suppression and prevent the rejection
[9].
UGT1A9 T275A increases the clearance of the MPA
thus lowering its dose in the blood of the patients. This
may predispose those patients expressing the mutant
genotype to rejection [10].

Aim of the Study
Our study aimed to evaluate the association between
T3757C and T275A polymorphisms of the IMPDH
II and UGT1A9 genes, respectively and level of MPA
among a sample of renal transplant Egyptian recipients.
Sharaki et al. J Transplant Surg 2018, 1(1):16-22

Subjects
This study was carried out on 50 Egyptian patients
aged above 18 years who underwent kidney transplantation. All patients received full dose of the mycophenolate for at least 3 months post-transplantation. Pregnant women, simultaneous transplantation of any other
organ, those not receiving MPA and patients with GIT
problems have been excluded from the study. They were
recruited from the Outpatient Clinic of Renal Transplantation Unit in Alexandria University Hospital. The
study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Alexandria University, Egypt. Informed consent was obtained
from all individual participants included in the study.

Methods
All patients were subjected to the following:
- Full history.
- Thorough clinical examination.
- Routine laboratory investigations were taken from
the records of patients.
- Genetic study.

DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was extracted from EDTA whole
blood samples using QIAamp DNA blood mini Kit 50
(Qiagen, CA, USA). The concentration and purify of extracted DNA was assessed using a Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer and then stored at -20 °C till genotyping.

Genotyping
The following polymorphisms were detected by 5'
nuclease allele discrimination assay using real-time
PCR; IMPDH II (rs11706052T > C) SNP and UGT1A9
(rs6714486T > A) SNP. Rotorgene Q Real time PCR system was employed to obtain specific sequences amplification according to the following steps: 10 µl of TaqMan®
universal PCR Master Mix (20X) was added followed by
0.5 µl of specific assay mix (40X) (T275A, T3757TC)
containing primers and probes. Then 1-20 ng of extracted DNA and sterile water were added to complete a total volume of 20 µl. The thermal profile was as such: An
initial step at 95 °C for 10 minutes (hold), followed by 40
cycles of denaturing to 95 °C for 15 seconds and annealing/extension at 60 °C for 1 minute.
- Measurement of the level of MPA was assessed by
HPLC using ClinRep® HPLC Complete Kit for Mycophenolic Acid in plasma from RECIPE®.
- Measurement of the level of CXCL10 in urine using
Quantikine® ELISA, Human CXCL10/IP-10 Immunoassay, was done.
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Statistical analysis of the data
Collected data and results were analyzed using IBM
SPSS software package version 20.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM
Corp). Qualitative data were described using number
and percent. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to
verify the normality of distribution. Quantitative data
were described using range, mean, standard deviation
and median. Significance of the obtained results was
judged at the 5% level.

Results
Demographic data and clinical data
60% of the studied population were males while 40%
were females with mean age 39.72 ± 10.40 years. Patients
received: MPA with either cyclosporine or tacrolimus plus prednisone. Mycophenolate Area Under Curve
(MPA AUC) ranged 23.87-1872.04 (× 103) mV/min with
mean of 519.52 ± 502.48 (× 103) mV/min. 10% of patients experienced biopsy-proven acute rejection. The
CXCL10 urinary level ranged 0.15-169.05 (pg/ml) with
mean of 52.79 ± 40.92 pg/ml (Table 1).

Genetic study
As regards to IMPDH II T3757C, 66% were homozygous wild (TT), 28% were heterozygous (TC) and 6%
were homozygous variant (CC). As for UGT1A9 T275A
SNP, 50% were homozygous wild (TT), 46% were heterozygous (TA) and 4% were homozygous variant (AA).
Table 1: Distribution of the studied cases according to demographic data (n = 50).
Gender
Male
Female
Age (years)
≤ 40
> 40
Min.-Max.
Mean ± SD.
Median

No.

%

30
20

60.0
40.0

26
24
22.0-60.0
39.72 ± 10.40
39.50

52.0
48.0

Both IMPDH II T3757C and UGT1A9 T275A were in
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p = 0.377 and 0.238, respectively).

Relation between clinical outcome and various
studied parameters
The kidney rejection was significantly associated
with variant genotypes CC and AA in both IMPDH II
T3757C and UGT1A9 T275A (p < 0.001 and p = 0.001,
respectively).
Also, MPA AUC showed a statistical significant lower
level among patients with graft failure with a mean of
45.7 ± 15.3 (p < 0.001) as shown in Table 2.
Urinary levels of CXCL10 were significantly higher
in patients with allograft failure (132.70 ± 24.27 pg/ml)
compared to those with normal kidney function (43.91
± 31.70 pg/ml) at p < 0.001. ROC curve for CXCL10 was
done to predict kidney rejection at the cut-off value of
106.58 pg/ml with highest sensitivity (80%), specificity (95.56%) and AUC was 0.987 (95% CI 0.959-1.00)
demonstrated in Figure 1.

Relation between MPA AUC and various studied
parameters
Patients expressing variant genotypes in both SNPs;
IMPDH II T3757C and UGT1A9 T275A had lower MPA
AUC with mean 42.46 (× 103) ± 17.07 (× 103) and 50.52
(× 103) ± 16.45 (× 103), respectively compared with mean
of patients expressing wild genotypes 711.10 (× 103) ±
514.43 (× 103) and 874.56 (× 103) ± 483.82 (× 103), respectively (p < 0.001).
We found a significant negative correlation between
the CXCL10 and MPA AUC (p < 0.001). Multivariate linear regression was done considering (IMPDH II T3757C
and UGT1A9 T275A) as well as urea, creatinine, eGFR
and CXCL10 as confounding factors while MPA AUC
as dependent variable. UGT1A9 T275A was the strongest predictive parameters for lower MPA AUC followed
by CXCL10 then IMPDH II T3757C and lowest one was
creatinine (t = 6.562, 3.786, 3.757 and 3.725, p < 0.001, <

Table 2: Association between patients with kidney rejection and without rejection as regards MPA AUC and level of CXCL10.
No kidney rejection (n = 45)
MPA area under curve (× 103) mV/min
Min.-Max.
71.74-1872.0
Mean ± SD.
572.2 ± 502.8
Median
CXCL-10 (pg/ml)
Min.-Max.
Mean ± SD.
Median

Kidney rejection (n = 5)

U

P

23.9-62.2
45.7 ± 15.3

0.0*

< 0.001*

3.000*

< 0.001*

441.8

46.1

0.15-116.57
43.91 ± 31.70
45.35

106.58-169.05
132.70 ± 24.27
132.50

U, p: U and p values for Mann whitney test for comparing between the two groups.
*

: Statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 1: ROC curve for CXCL-10 to predict kidney rejection.

Table 3: Multivariate linear regression for MPA area under curve.
Urea (mg/dL)
Creatinine (mg/dL)
e.GFR
CXCL-10 (pg/ml)
IMPDH II T3757C
UGT1A9 T275A

B
-1359.633
308186.622
-2013.012
-7607.764
-420820.816
-606553.192

SE
3236.354
82738.922
2038.954
2009.609
111995.751
92429.803

Beta
-0.084
0.786
-0.159
-0.620
-0.508
-0.699

T
0.420
3.725*
0.987
3.786*
3.757*
6.562*

P
0.676
0.001*
0.329
< 0.001*
0.001*
< 0.001*

B: Unstandardized Coefficients; Beta: Standardized Coefficients; t: t-test of significance; *: Statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05.

0.001, 0.001 and 0.001, respectively) (Table 3).

Discussion
ESRD is a major health burden on the society. Transplantation became a mean to improve patients' quality
of life. Therapeutic drug monitoring and personalized
medicine have been considered main targets in renal
transplantation success. Several biomarkers have been
described to predict the renal allograft rejection through
gene expression profiling, assessment of regulatory T
cells and the urinary chemokine CXCL10 [1,6].
Mycophenolate mofetil and mycophenolate sodium are
cornerstones in the protocol of treatment of renal transplant. Inter-individual variability of pharmacokinetics of
the drug influences its efficacy and necessitates good monitoring and highlighting factors influencing MPA level [6].
Non-genetic factors may interfere with the measurement of the drug such as hypoalbuminemia, hyperbiliSharaki et al. J Transplant Surg 2018, 1(1):16-22

rubinemia and drug interactions. Also, IMPDH II and
UGT1A9 genes are responsible for two key enzymes in
the metabolism of the drug [7].

Regarding demographic data in our study
The homozygous wild genotype in both SNPs (TT)
had the highest frequency followed by the heterozygous
(TC and TA) and small percent were homozygous variant (CC and AA) among IMPDH II and UGT1A9, respectively. Both SNPs did not show any significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
In agreement with our study Grinyo J, et al. [11] studied IMPDH II T3757C, detected only 1% of CC genotype
so they were pooled with the heterozygous TC representing 28 patients. The remaining patients 193 found to
express the TT genotype. No deviation found from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
Van Schaik R, et al. [12] supported our study when
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evaluated UGT1A9 T275A, they showed that the highest
frequency was the homozygous wild type (TT), followed
by the heterozygous (TA) and no homozygous variant
was found.
Studying the UGT1A9 T275A Kuypers DR, et al. [13]
agreed with us and found 79 patients with homozygous
wild (TT), 15 patients heterozygous (TA) and homozygous variant (AA) was 1 patient and they were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

Regarding the relation between the clinical outcome
and various studied parameters
We found that kidney rejection was significantly associated with the homozygous variant (CC and AA) and
the heterozygous genotypes (TC and TA) (p < 0.001 and
p = 0.001) of both SNPs; IMPDH II T3757C and UGT1A9 T275A, respectively. This was explained by that
IMPDH II T3757C variant (CC) reduced the drug efficacy by increasing the IMPDH II enzyme activity and this
lead to acute rejection. On the other hand the homozygous variant (AA) of the UGT1A9 T275A increased the
clearance of the drug by glucuronidation which also lead
to kidney rejection. Patients with graft rejection were significantly associated with lower value of MPA AUC (p <
0.001). CXCL10 was significantly higher among patients
with kidney rejection (p < 0.001). ROC curve which is
a fundamental tool for assessing the performance of
CXCL10 in prognosis and diagnosis of kidney rejection
was done and identified 106.58 pg/ml as a cut-off value
of urinary CXCL10 to predict kidney rejection with sensitivity of 80% and with specificity of 95.56% with AUC
value of 0.987 (CI: 95%, p < 0.001).
In concordance with our study Ciliao HL, et al. [14]
evaluated different SNPs among genes related to the
transplantation in 246 transplanted patients (35% diagnosed with graft rejection). It was concluded that UGT1A9 T275A (TA and TT) were associated with kidney
rejection. This was attributed to increase in the glucuronidation of MPA by the enhanced expression and activity of UGT1A9 enzyme which leads to reduced concentration of MPA and therefore diminished its immunosuppressive activity, promoting the initiation of organ
rejection episodes.
Similarly, Raza A, et al. [15] investigated the relation
of urinary CXCL10 with the clinical outcome of rejection
and found a statistical significant difference in urinary
CXCL10 levels between the allograft rejection and control cases. They had a cut-off value of 27.5 pg/ml of urinary CXCL10 with highest sensitivity of 72% and specificity of 71% with AUC value of 0.74 ± 0.04 at confidence
interval of 95%.
Sharaki et al. J Transplant Surg 2018, 1(1):16-22

Moreover, Rabant M, et al. [16] concluded that increased urinary CXCL10 may be associated with any
type of alloimmune injury. According to them, a biopsy
must be performed in cases of acute allograft dysfunction
to assess the mechanism of injury and the proper therapeutic interventions.
In agreement with us, Mao Y, et al. [17] stated that urinary CXCL10 levels increases with acute renal allograft
rejection. They also confirmed the promising role of the
chemokine CXCL10 in monitoring the graft rejection.
In addition, Jackson JA, et al. [18] found that urinary
CXCL10 was markedly elevated in urine samples among
the studied population suffering from acute rejection.
Also, Oetting WS, et al. [19] proved that a weak association was found between IMPDH II T3757C and acute
rejection. This was explained by reporting that the presence of the variant allele C either in the heterozygous TC
genotype or the homozygous variant CC result in a reduced response to MPA compared to homozygous wild
TT resulting in increased risk of acute rejection.
When genotyping the DNA of 20 volunteers for IMPDH II T3757C, Winnicki W, et al. [10] agreed with our
study that patients carrying the variant genotype had
increase enzyme activity and reduced efficacy of MPA
drug. They concluded that heterozygous TC genotype
and homozygous variant CC genotype must have higher
doses of MPA drug than homozygous wild TT.
In concordance with our study, Grinyo J, et al. [11]
analysed IMPDH II T3757C in 237 patients and detected
those patients with TC or CC were more likely to end by
biopsy proved acute rejection (BPAR) than those with
homozygous wild TT. They proved a statistical significant association with BPAR post-transplant.
In contrast to us, a study conducted on a large group
of renal transplant recipients by Gensburger O, et al. [20]
found no association between IMPDH II T3757C and
BPAR. This was attributed to different ethnicity of the
studied populations and to a limited number of populations studied by the others who found association.

As regards to the relation between the MPA AUC
and various studied parameters
We found that MPA AUC was significantly lower
among patients expressing the homozygous variant (CC
and AA) for both studied SNPs; IMPDH II T3757C and
UGT1A9 T275A, (p < 0.001) with mean values 42.46 ±
17.07 and 50.52 ± 16.45, respectively. We found that urinary CXCL10 was significantly associated with lower level of MPA AUC (p < 0.001). Finally, multivariate linear
regression analysis proved that the strongest statistically
significant predictive parameters for lower MPA AUC
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was UGT1A9 T275A followed by CXCL10 then IMPDH
II T3757C and the lowest predictive parameter was creatinine.
This was supported by Kuypers DR, et al. [13] who
showed a signiﬁcant decrease in MPA level in those who
carried the variant allele compared with those homozygous wild type (TT). This was explained by the significantly increase of the estimated total body clearance
in recipients with the UGT1A9 T275A. Also, they performed multiple regression analysis to assess the role of
UGT1A9 T275A promoter region SNP in inter-individual variability of MPA pharmacokinetics with other clinical covariates. They stated that UGT1A9 T275A was the
most significant independent predictor for MPA AUC.
Similarly, Van Schaik R, et al. [12] found a lower MPA
AUC early post-transplantation and higher rejection
rate among patients carrying the heterozygous UGT1A9
T275A (TA) when compared with those homozygous
wild (TT). However, they did not found any statistical
significant difference.
Similarly, Ruiz J, et al. [21] stated that patients who
are wild (TT) for UGT1A9 T275A had higher level of
MPA, than those with heterozygous genotype (TA) although statistical significance was not reached.
In agreement to our study, Li P, et al. [22] detected
higher clearance in UGT1A9 275T >A carriers that lead
to a decrease in MPA-AUC up to 50%.
In concordance to our study, Mazidi T, et al. [23]
concluded that patients carrying UGT1A9 T275A who
were heterozygous (TA) had significantly lower AUC for
MPA in comparison to the homozygous wild (TT). This
was attributed to increase in clearance of the drug and increased glucuronidation compared to wild type patients.
Sanchez-Fructuoso AI, et al. [24] found that the T-275A
mutation in UGT1A9 showed a lower MPA exposure level
which leads do decrease in the efficacy of the immunosuppressive drug and patients were more liable to graft failure.
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